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Abstract 

Many major banks in China introduced their own crude oil futures product to attract 
investors. However, the price of the WTI crude oil May 2020 futures contract plunged 
negative for the first time in the history. Bank of China (BOC)’s product called Crude Oil 
Treasure brought itself a huge loss. However, other major banks in China did not make 
any losses after the price of WTI crude oil hit negative. By investigating the BOC’s crude 
oil futures product and BOC’s reaction to the negative pricing of WTI crude oil futures, 
this article shows that it is not the negative pricing itself that should account for this 
catastrophe, but BOC’s wrong choice of settlement date, lack of risk disclosure to 
investors, unsophisticated conduct faced with negative price warning and failure to 
forced closeout or rollover for its investors. In contrast, other major Chinese banks 
performed professionally in terms of the choice of target customers, the set of settlement 
date, margin closeout and risk disclosure to investors. Therefore, they prevented 
themselves from being impacted by the negative WTI crude oil futures price. 
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1. Introduction 

Investments are a great way to put one’s money into productive use. Recently, the people of 
China have been more active in investments. People in China are increasingly looking for new 
areas to invest in since the nation’s economy is growing at a fast pace. And the financial 
institutions in China are also trying to meet their need. For example, major banks in China have 
introduced various products on crude oil futures for investors in China to invest in. However, 
in April 2020, the price of the WTI crude oil May 2020 futures hit negative for the first time and 
Bank of China (BOC) lost over 9-billion yuan because of its product Crude Oil Treasure. But the 
question is why, faced with the same circumstance, only BOC made a huge loss while other 
major Chinese banks didn’t. 

After this historical incident, a series of research in China were carried out, while most of them 
focused mainly on what we can learn from this event and how to avoid committing similar 
mistakes. But what exactly did BOC do wrong that lead to this catastrophe? Why other major 
banks in China were safe in contrast to this event? 

In this paper, we will discuss how BOC brought itself a 9-billion-yuan loss by examining its 
settlement date, level of risk analysis and also risk disclosure. Moreover, we will also discuss 
how other Chinese banks safely avoided being impacted by the negative price of WTI crude oil 
futures by taking two major banks in China as example and comparing them with BOC. The 
contribution of this paper is to reveal the reasons why BOC lost greatly when WTI crude oil 
price hit negative and to always remind financial market of this catastrophe in the future.  
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2. Why BOC Made Huge losses for its investors on the Crude Oil Treasure 

BOC has indeed felt the heaviest weight of the failed investment in the crude oil futures. 
However, BOC itself should not be classified as a victim because it was its unprofessional 
conduct that should account for this historical catastrophe. 

2.1. Decision on settlement date 

Firstly, the Bank entered the contract and agreed on a settlement date that was very close to 
the futures’ expiry date[1]. This was perhaps the biggest mistake the Bank made with this 
particular investment. According to the West Texas Intermediate (WTI) Crude Oil Futures 
Contract, if 25th calendar day is not a business day, then the trading should terminate 4 business 
days prior to the 25th calendar day of the month prior to the contract month[2]. For the reason 
that 25 April is a Saturday, which is not a business day, the futures contract for May 2020 
theoretically terminates on 21 April. If a professional institution plans to roll over a futures 
contract, it will usually do so at least 3 to 4 days prior to the date of expiration. For example, 
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) rolled over the futures contract for May on 14 
April. However, BOC planned the rollover on 20 April, which is clearly an unprofessional 
conduct.  

The contract bound the bank and its clients to honour the requirements of the agreement even 
when the prices hit critical numbers. Typically, when an individual purchases a futures contract, 
they have the alternative of rolling them over and avoiding the losses in the case that the prices 
go opposite to the predicted direction. However, in Crude Oil Treasure’s case, the contract or 
settlement date was due April 20th, 2020 which made it impossible for investors in China to pull 
out of the contract[3]. Noticeably, the ability to rollover a futures contract was utilized by other 
investors who had sufficient time to do so.  

From the perspective of complete risk mitigation analysis of the investment,  BOC failed to avail 
the critical option for its investors to roll over their oil futures contracts for May to avoid the 
losses they might suffer. In other words, the bank did not conduct a complete and extensive risk 
mitigation analysis of the investment in terms of time.  

2.2. Level of Risk Analysis 

Risk management is a key element to any successful investment; however, the BOC overlooked 
the  majority of the mitigating measures.  

Firstly, the government of China restricts investments in volatile items such as oil. In this case, 
the Bank was obligated to conduct a market wide investigation of the possible risks the 
investment would face. A complete research would have identified the risk of prices of oil going 
down especially with the global pandemic going on. Moreover, BOC neither conducted complete 
research on risk of investment, nor took measures when urgent official announcements were 
published. 

Moreover, before the expiration date of the oil futures contract for May, Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange (CME) announced on 15 April that negative price for crude oil futures contracts 
would be valid since the publishment of the new document. If BOC was sophisticated enough, 
it should know the words behind this document and take measures to react to the negative 
price that would very likely appear in the near future. Nevertheless, the fact is that BOC didn’t 
take actions and as a result, failed to be well prepared for the potential plunge of WTI crude oil 
prices. There could only be two cases regarding why BOC didn’t react to this new rule. One is 
that BOC saw the newly published document but somehow didn’t take measures. They might 
think they don’t need to react, or they didn’t know how to react. The other is that BOC even 
didn’t keep up to date at all. According to BOC’s later explanation, the latter case would be more 
possible. On 22 April, BOC announced that in order to exclude the case of system failure of CME, 
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it would verify with CME the correctness of the crude oil futures price for May[4]. From these 
words we can see that BOC seemed not to be informed of the new rule before and was shocked 
at the negative price. Whatever the real reason was, the unprofessional and obtuse conduct in 
this event should account for the considerable losses when the price actually did plunge 
negative. 

Secondly, the Bank is under fire especially because the investment is in USA. Ignoring the 
warmings  by the  government from taking part in risky investments meant  that once the losses 
occurred, there was very little the government of China would do to assist the retail investors 
affected. 

2.3. Level of Risk Disclosure 

Thirdly, the bank adopted a very simplistic approach. The advertisement to the particular 
futures contract  was ‘Crude Oil is Cheaper Than Water’[5]. The bank then proceeded to sell the 
contract to individuals with little or even no knowledge of the crude oil industry. The majority 
of the retail investors lacked basic knowledge of even what they were purchasing. The buyers 
of Crude Oil Treasure were therefore blind buyers who could not analyse the market on 
themselves and make wellinformed decision on whether to purchase the product or not. 
Additionally, the bank’s failure to educate its clients automatically meant all the risks pertaining 
to the investment would fall on the bank. Unfortunately, the losses incurred were too much for 
the bank to compensate all the investors for their lost funds[6].  

Clearly, the BOC made a wrong call with the Crude Oil Treasure. The  bank’s rush to invest into 
a  historically risky market left them vulnerable to the risk of low prices. The bank assumed that 
the investment would materialise to huge profits given the short period between the bank 
signed and the settling date. The rush also meant the bank would eventually come under fire 
when the investment went wrong.  The bank’s assumption that the government of China would 
come to their rescue, as seen in their actions to ignore the state’s directive to avoid risky 
investments, came at a huge disadvantage to the bank’s clients who brought the futures from 
BOC. Educating the clients of the high-risk product they were purchasing would mean the 
buyers were  making a conscious decision and reduce the amount of losses the buyers suffered.  

Evidently, the bank was over confident in the investment that made them enter an ill-fated 
contract. In this case, it is safe to say that the bank was unprofessional. Professionally, the bank 
was obligated to fully disclose the risks involved in such an investment. However, BOC has failed 
to meet its obligations and has proved unprofessional in its business area. As a professional 
institution, the bank should have initiated the appropriate risk mitigation risks for the 
investment, availed full disclosure to their clients and BOC should own up to this huge loss to 
their clients the moment the investment started making a loss. 

3. Reasons why other banks did not lose money on similar products 

Obviously, BOC has made several mistakes on its product Crude Oil Treasure, which brings itself 
a 9-billion-yuan loss. However, the question is why other banks in China did not suffer such a 
great loss after the delivery price for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil dropped 
dramatically to -37.63 USD per barrel on 20 April 2020. For example, the Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) has a similar product called Account-based Cruel Oil. China 
Construction Bank (CCB) also has its product Account-based Energy. In order to understand 
what lead to such greatly different results, we analyze and compare these investment products 
of BOC, ICBC and CCB from three different aspects. 

3.1. Target Customers 

In 2018, BOC announced its new investment product Crude Oil Treasure and marketed it on its 
social media with the words “Is there a profitable but interesting product for a new investor 
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without any financial knowledge? Absolutely! That is Crude Oil Treasure!”. What is more, in 
March 2020, BOC even advertised on its WeChat official account that crude oil was cheaper than 
water, which may potentially mislead those investors without enough financial knowledge and 
investment experience. Obviously, the BOC’s publicity of crude oil treasure showed an 
irresponsible and casual attitude towards its customers. 

However, ICBC’s attitude towards its target customers of Crude Oil Treasure is much more 
serious than that of BOC. For Account-based Cruel Oil product, ICBC  claims that the target 
customers of this product should satisfy three requirements[7]. Firstly, investors should have 
full capacity to perform civil conduct. Secondly, investors must be able to bear related risks on 
this product. Thirdly, investors should pass fitness assessment of this service, which protect 
them from purchasing a product that does not fit their financial capability. Clearly, ICBC 
imposes certain thresholds on the entry of this service, which means only those who meet the 
above requirements have the chance to enter this market. Without doubt, ICBC has done a great 
job selecting its target customers for the intended product, while BOC failed to accomplish this 
process. ICBC’s success on this part considerably lowers risk of loss faced with the plunge of 
price for WTI oil in April. 

3.2. Delivery Date 

On 15 April 2020, CME published an announcement that would allow possibility for negative 
price for certain energy futures contracts[2]. This decision was effective right from 15 April 
2020. Interestingly, the delivery dates for ICBC and CCB’s contracts were both before that day, 
which means CME’s new announcement had no effect on the delivery of their oil futures 
contracts, or equivalently, they did not need to bear the loss from the plunge of oil price on 20 
April. However, the story was completely different for BOC. BOC set the delivery date on 20 
April 2020, after which CME’s new policy had been effective. If BOC set the delivery date one 
week earlier, it wouldn’t have brought itself such a great loss. As we can see, ICBC and CCB’s 
correct decision regarding the delivery date protects them from the loss caused by the plunge 
of WTI oil price. 

3.3. Margin Closeout 

What is more, BOC also made a mistake on margin closeout. On 22 April 2020, after the Crude 
Oil Treasure event, BOC responded to The Beijing News that the trading hours on 20 April were 
between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m. in Chinese Standard Time and they will not execute margin 
closeouts after 10 p.m., while the WTI price plunged to around -37 USD during 2 a.m. and 3 a.m. 
next day. What is more, BOC explained on its official website that as long as the WTI price is not 
negative, long positions will not be triggered forced closeout[4]. Whatever the reason is, BOC 
failed his promise to execute forced closeout for an investor when their margin account 
decreases to 20%. In fact, BOC should not be innocent regarding this issue because other banks 
like ICBC and CCB haven’t failed on margin closeout ever. For example, ICBC successfully 
completed the rollover on 14 April. This huge contrast reveals that banks like ICBC are more 
sophisticated in dealing with oil futures contracts than BOC and this sophistication keeps them 
from committing BOC’s stupid mistakes. 

3.4. Risk Disclosure 

Another important reason why BOC reacted so badly to the change in WTI price was that it did 
not pay enough attention to CME’s newly released document that reminds the probability of 
negative futures contracts price. BOC neither changed its rule nor notified its customers of this 
sudden change. 

In contrast, ICBC and CCB both responded immediately when WTI price hit negative on 20 April. 
For example, on 21 April, CCB reminded its customers that futures contracts WTI 2006 and WTI 
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2007 would become riskier. Obviously, CCB’s attitude towards risk disclosure was far more 
serious than BOC. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we analyse the reasons why BOC failed on its product Crude Oil Treasure and 
brought itself and its customers huge losses. BOC’s made a wrong decision on settlement date, 
didn’t fulfill risk disclosure for investors and didn’t conduct risk analysis even when potential 
risks are exposed. These irresponsible and unprofessional conducts mainly account for the 
great loses incurred in this event. In a word, BOC’s unsophisticated and unprofessional 
behaviors in this incident are to blame. What is more, we also investigate why other banks like 
ICBC and CCB successfully prevented themselves from this crisis. Their correct choice of target 
customers and delivery dates, their sophistication in margin closeout and risk disclosure are 
their advantages faced with the plunge of WTI crude oil price in April 2020. 
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